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Abstract: Results of (8,8)CASPT2/6-31G*//(8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* level calculations on the potential surface
for the conformationally restricted allenyl Cope rearrangement ofsyn-7-allenylnorbornene (10) to triene11
are reported. The rearrangement is found to involve two separate transition structures13 and15, the former
2.1 kcal/mol higher in enthalpy than the other, that both lead to a common diradical intermediate (12). These
results differ substantially from those previously obtained for the allenyl Cope rearrangement of 1,2,6-heptatriene
(1) to 3-methylene-1,5-hexadiene (2),7 which has been shown to involve a single transition structure that either
proceeds to diradical3 or bypasses3 to form 2 directly. The terminal methylene group of10 is also shown to
rotate in only one direction when passing through the lower-energy transition structure13, but appears to
rotate freely in either direction when passing through15. This finding is shown to be remarkably consistent
with the 90% stereoselectivity observed in the thermal Cope rearrangements of dimethyl allenylnorbornene
derivatives racemic-7a and racemic-7b.10 Furthermore, direct participation of the terminal allenylπ-bond is
observed in the10f11 rearrangement but not in the1f2 rearrangement. This difference is evidenced by a
comparison of the computed bond lengths and the calculated active space molecular orbitals in the two transition
structures13 and 15 verses transition structure17, the latter involved in the1f2/3 pathways. Considering
such evidence, it may be concluded that the particular restriction in conformational mobility afforded the
1,2,6-heptatriene moiety in10 appears to force the participation of the terminal allenylπ-bond, resulting in an
augmented Cope process.

Mechanisms of thermal Cope rearrangements have been the
subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies.1 For
example, (6/6)CASSCF calculations with a 3-21G basis set
applied to the paradigmatic Cope rearrangement of 1,5-
hexadiene yielded a single stationary state ofC2h symmetry
corresponding to the transition state of a concerted pericyclic
reaction.2 However, when the basis set was improved to 6-31G*
a potential energy surface (PES) with both a concerted and a
nonconcerted pathway, involving a diradicaloid intermediate,
was found.3 Subsequently, the inclusion of dynamic electron
correlation, using either CASPT24 or CASMP25 versions of
multi-reference perturbation theory, showed that the Cope
rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene proceeds only by way of the
concerted reaction.6

On the other hand, calculations and experimental investiga-
tions on the parentallenyl Cope rearrangement of 1,2,6-
heptatriene (1) to 3-methylene-1,5-hexadiene (2) suggest that

this rearrangement occurs by two different pathways that diverge
after passage through a common transition state.7 A calculation
in which geometries were optimized at the (8,8)CASSCF level
with the 6-31G* basis set and energies at these geometries
derived from single-point calculations using dynamic electron
correlation at the (8,8)CASPT2/6-31G* level located allylic
diradical intermediate3 and transition structures17 and18 (cf.
Figure 2) connecting it to1 and 2, respectively. When the
geometries of intermediate points were constrained to prevent
allylic conjugation, a pathway from17 to 18 was found along
which the energy decreased monotonically. The existence of a
second pathway from1 to 2, that bypasses diradical3, is
consistent with experimental results obtained by Roth and co-
workers8 which have shown that approximately half of this
rearrangement proceeds without formation of a trappable
intermediate. Furthermore, these results are consistent with the
stereochemistry observed by Berson and Wessel9 for the
pyrolysis of (R,E)-5-methyl-1,2,6-octatriene (4), an optically
active dimethyl derivative of1. They concluded that at least
16% of the rearrangement, which affords all four possible
stereoisomers of 4-methyl-3-methylene-1,5-heptadiene (5), passes
through cyclohexane-1,4-diyl diradicals (6). The authors at-
tributed this degree of stereoselectivity to two competitive
chairlike pathways involving different conformations of6.

We have been exploring the mechanisms of the allenyl Cope
rearrangements ofsyn-7-allenylnorbornenes experimentally for
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the past several years.10 For example, the thermal rearrangement
of racemic7a and 7b have each been shown to separately

rearrange to a mixture of the four trienes (E)-8, (Z)-8, (E)-9,
and (Z)-9.10d

Both reactions were found to be approximately 90% stereo-
selective. The rearrangement of epimer7a gave 95% of a
mixture of (E)-8 and (Z)-9, the products predicted by the
Woodward-Hoffmann rules for (concerted) pericyclic reac-
tions,11 and 5% of a mixture of (Z)-8 and (E)-9. Correspond-
ingly, the rearrangement of the other epimer7b gave 96% of a
mixture of (Z)-8 and (E)-9 and 4% of a mixture of (E)-8 and
(Z)-9. We have suggested10 that at least some of the products
may arise from tricyclic diradical intermediates.

Although none of the Cope rearrangements of7a, 7b, and4
are 100% stereoselective, the separate rearrangements of7aand
7b are much more stereoselective (90%) than the rearrangement
of 4 (68%).9 This difference may be related to the greater
restricted conformational mobility exhibited in7a and7b than
in 4, due to the presence of the rigid norbornene ring. In fact,
syn-7-vinylnorbornene does not thermally undergo a Cope
rearrangement but only decomposes when pyrolyzed.10

As can be seen clearly from the orbital representation ofsyn-
7-vinylnorbornene in Figure 1a, the ends of theπ-systems are
not ideally placed for overlap, as compared to their placement
in Cope rearrangements that may proceed through either a
normal chair or boat transition state such as in the rearrangement
of 1,5-hexadiene (cf. Figure 1b). However, as shown in Figure
1c, the rearrangement of7a (and7b) could take advantage of
the terminal allenylπ-bond which can readily overlap with the
π-bond in the norbornene ring to afford an augmented Cope
process.

To further examine the role of the terminal allenylπ-bond
in the Cope rearrangement of a conformationally restricted
system, we have undertaken a computational study of the Cope
rearrangement ofsyn-7-allenylnorbornene (10)12 to triene11
(cf. Figure 2).

Computational Methodology

CASSCF calculations on all stationary points (10-16, Figure 2) were
performed using an active space consisting of eight electrons in eight
orbitals. The orbitals consisted of the fourσ and π bonding orbitals
and their antibonding counterparts. (8,8)CASSCF vibrational analyses
were carried out, through numerical frequency calculations, to char-
acterize stationary points as energy minima (10-12and16) or transition
states (13-15) and to obtain zero-point energy differences. All CASSCF
calculations made use of the Gaussian 94 suite of programs.13

The effects of dynamic electron correlation were included by
performing single-point (8,8)CASPT2 calculations at all stationary
points using MOLCAS 4.14 The 6-31G* basis set was used for both
the CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations. Three-dimensional structural
representations of optimized geometries for structures10-16, prepared
using MacMolPlt,15 are shown in Figure 2. (Optimized structures17
and 18, also shown in Figure 2, were obtained in an earlier study.7)
Transition vectors, obtained from the (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* Gaussian
94 numerical frequency analyses, are also shown for transition structures
13, 14, 15, 17, and 18. Molecular orbitals were visualized using
Spartan,16 which was also used to prepare Figure 6. Calculated carbon-
carbon bond lengths for all structures in Figure 2 (10-18) are assembled
in Table 1.

Results and Discussion

Structures10, 11, and diradical intermediate12 (Figure 2)
were successfully optimized at the (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* level
with the correct active space orbitals in each case. In addition,
transition structure13, linking 10 and12, as well as transition
structure14, linking 11 and 12, were located on the PES, as
confirmed by the motions of their transition vectors (cf. Figure
2) and intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The
computed differences between the zero-point corrected enthal-
pies of 10-14 at the (8,8)CASPT2/6-31G*//(8,8)CASSCF/6-
31G* level are shown in Figure 3a. The10f13f12f14f11
pathway appears to proceed only with rotation about the C1-
C2 bond such that the HaC1Hb group rotates as shown in Figure
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Figure 1. Active space orbital representations for Cope rearrange-
ments: (a) Poor orbital overlap insyn-7-vinylnorbornene due to limited
conformational mobility; (b) optimal overlap in the chair-form con-
formation for 1,5-hexadiene; (c) augmented Cope process involving
the terminal allenylπ-bond in7a.
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3a;17 a (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* transition structure consistent with
rotation in the opposite sense (i.e.,10f12 with Ha and Hb

interchanged in12 in Figure 3a), could not be located. This
stereospecificity is also shown by the three-dimensional struc-
tural representations in Figure 4: The IRC beginning from
transition structure13 proceeds as far as structures19 and20,
which were readily optimized to10 and12 respectively.

In addition to transition structures13 and 14, we found
transition structure15 (cf. Figures 2 and 3b) on the (8,8)-
CASSCF/6-31G* PES. It has a (8,8)CASPT2/6-31G* enthalpy

32.7 kcal/mol above that for10with a large HbC1C3Hc dihedral
angle of 88.4°. (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* IRC calculations have
demonstrated that15 connects to10. On the other side of
transition structure15, the last structure obtained on the IRC
path could be optimized to minimum structure16 (cf. Figure
2) that resembles diradical12 but without allylic stabilization
(HbC1C3Hc dihedral angle) 87.4°). The results are shown by
three-dimensional structural representations in Figure 5: In
ascending the reaction coordinate from10 to transition structure
15, little if any rotation of the terminal methylene group (i.e.,
the HaC1Hb group) is observed. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows
clearly that the HaC1Hb group continues to experience little

(17) Not only is this direction of rotation consistent with the Woodward-
Hoffmann rules for pericyclic reactions,11 but it is also clearly the direction
which results in less framework distortion.

Figure 2. (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* optimized geometries for10-18. Transition vectors are shown for transition structures13, 14, 15, 17, and18.
HbC1C3Hc dihedral angles in12-18 are 3.5°, 57.3°, 19.3°, 88.4°, 87.4°, 78.2°, and 76.0°, respectively. Structures10-12 and16 were frequency
characterized as minima. Imaginary frequencies for transition structures13, 14, and15, were found to be-851,-801, and-763 cm-1, respectively.
(Transition structures17 and18 were characterized previously with imaginary frequencies of-727 and-687 cm-1, respectively.7)
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rotation down the reaction coordinate to structure22, the last
IRC structure that could be obtained. Geometry optimization
of structure22 gave minimum structure16, whose lowest
vibrational frequency (133 cm-1) corresponds exclusively to
rotation of the HaC1Hb methylene group. When this HaC1Hb

group is rotated in either direction by 10° increments and
constrained, pathways from16 to 12 are found on the (8,8)-
CASSCF/6-31G* PES along which the energy decreases
monotonically. In addition, transition structure15could be made
to optimize to diradical12 following small bi-directional
rotations of the HaC1Hb group of approximately 10°. The seven
stationary points represented by structures10 through16 are

the only ones located on the (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* PES despite
many attempts to locate a single transition structure between
10 and11 (concerted reaction).

Thus it appears that two pathways exist between10 and11,
both involving diradical12. One of these pathways involves
transition structure13 and the other transition structure15 (2.1
kcal/mol higher in energy), the latter one passing through
structure 16, likely an inflection point, on route to12.
Presumably, the corresponding, slightly higher-energy,
10f15f(16)f12f14f11 pathway would not be expected to
be “stereoselective”. Unlike transition structure13, which has
experienced substantial rotation of the C1-C2 bond in ascending

Table 1. Carbon-Carbon Bond Lengths (Å) for the Stationary Points on the (8,8)CASSCF Potential Surface for the Cope Rearrangement of
syn-7-Allenylnorbornene (10) to Triene11 (10-16) and the Transition Structures (17 and18) for the Cope Rearrangement of 1,2,6-heptatriene
(1), Obtained with the 6-31G* Basis Set

structure C1-C2 C2-C3 C3-C4 C4-C5 C5-C6 C6-C7 C7-C8 C8-C9 C9-C10 C5-C10 C4-C8 C2-C6

10 1.32 1.32 1.51 1.55 1.52 1.34 1.52 1.55 1.56 1.55 1.58
11 1.34 1.47 1.34 1.52 1.55 1.51 1.34 1.51 1.53 1.53 1.56
12 1.37 1.41 1.50 1.55 1.55 1.52 1.52 1.54 1.55 1.54 1.61 1.57
13 1.37 1.36 1.49 1.54 1.54 1.43 1.50 1.55 1.55 1.54 1.63 1.90
14 1.36 1.43 1.44 1.54 1.55 1.52 1.46 1.53 1.54 1.53 1.90 1.58
15 1.41 1.34 1.51 1.54 1.54 1.44 1.51 1.54 1.56 1.54 1.60 1.84
16 1.46 1.34 1.51 1.54 1.55 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.55 1.54 1.60 1.60
17 1.34 1.40 1.48 1.65 1.47 1.41 1.92
18 1.34 1.47 1.43 1.84 1.43 1.48 1.61

Figure 3. Reaction coordinate diagram showing zero-point corrected enthalpy differences (in kcal/mol) among optimized structures10-15, computed
at the (8,8)CASPT2/6-31G*//(8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* level of theory: (a) “stereoselective”10f11 process; (b) “nonstereoselective”10f11 process.

Figure 4. IRC structures for the rearrangement of10 to 12, involving transition structure13. Structures19 and20 represent the final points that
could be obtained, on either side of the transition structure, by the IRC method. Intermediate IRC structures (i.e., unnumbered ones) represent
equally spaced points between13 and19 as well as between13 and20.
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from 10 (HbC1C3Hc dihedral angle of13 ) 57.3°), transition
structure15 has experienced very little C1-C2 bond rotation
(HbC1C3Hc dihedral angle of15) 88.4°). Thus,15should have
little, if any, preference for the direction of rotation of its
terminal HaC1Hb group in the formation of diradical12.

These computational results are highly consistent with the
90% stereoselectivity observed experimentally in the Cope
rearrangements of7aand7b: Most of the major products (e.g.,
(E)-8 and (Z)-9 in the case of7a) could result from a lower-
energy stereospecific pathway resembling10f13f12f14f11,
whereas the minor products (e.g., (Z)-8 and (E)-9 in the case of
7a), and some of the major ones, could derive from
a nonstereoselective higher energy pathway resembling
10f15f(16)f12f14f11. The 68% stereoselectivity observed
by Berson et al.9 in the rearrangement of conformationally
flexible 4 to triene5 likely has a different explanation since
the HaC1Hb group of 1 is found to rotate little in proceeding
along the PES to17 or 18 (HbC1C3Hc dihedral angles) 78.2°
and 76.0° respectively). The explanation suggested by the
authors,9 namely one involving equilibrating chair-form con-
formers of diradical6, likely accounts for a portion of the
observed stereoselectivity. However, in light of the computa-
tional results on the rearrangement of1, in which a component
of the reaction is found to be concerted in bypassing diradical
intermediate3, it is likely that there is a stereospecific concerted
component of the4f5 rearrangement as well that does not
involve diradical6.

Our computational results on the10f11 rearrangement are
found to differ from those obtained for the corresponding1f2
allenyl Cope rearrangement7 in two important respects. A single
rate-determining transition structure17 (cf. Figure 2) is impli-
cated in the1f2 rearrangement. As indicated above, it proceeds
either to diradical intermediate3 and then to transition structure
18 (cf. Figure 2) on the way to2, or through a1f17f18f2
pathway which bypasses3. In the rearrangement of10, however,
two separate rate-determining transition structures,13 and15,
are found, leading in one case to diradical12 in a “stereose-
lective” sense (cf. Figures 3a and 4) and in the other to a
“nonstereoselective” diradical12 (cf. Figures 3b and 5).

The other important way in which the calculated pathways
for 1f2 and10f11 differ, concerns the way the allenyl group
is utilized in each case. As shown in Table 1, the terminal C1-
C2 bond in transition structure17 has a computed bond length
of 1.34 Åsclose to normal for a C-C double bondsand the
C2-C3 bond, a much longer one at 1.40 Å. By comparison, the

corresponding C1-C2 and C2-C3 bond lengths in transition
structure13 are 1.37 and 1.36 Å, respectively. This difference
is even more pronounced when transition structures17 and15
are compared. Structure15has C1-C2 and C2-C3 bond lengths
of 1.41 and 1.34 Å, respectively, almost the exact reverse of
those in17. Furthermore, whereas transition structures17 and
18 do not appear to benefit much from allylic resonance
delocalization (e.g., the respective HbC1C3Hc dihedral angles
are 78.2° and 76.0°),7 transition structures13 and 14, with
HbC1C3Hc dihedral angles of 57.3° and 19.3° respectively,
appear to benefit much more so, especially transition structure
14. On the other hand, transition structure15, with a HbC1C3Hc

dihedral angle of 88.4°, clearly does not exhibit allylic resonance
stabilization.

These differences are also revealed by a comparison of the
relevant active space orbitals18 of (8,8)CASSCF/6-31G* transi-
tion structures13, 15, and17, as shown in Figure 6. As Figure
6b clearly shows for transition structure15, the terminal allenyl
π-bond plays a direct role in formation of the newσ-bond
(orbital I ) while the adjacent allenylπ-bond remains visibly
intact (orbitalII ). (A similar, albeit less dramatic, effect is seen
for transition structure13 in Figure 6c.) However, as seen in
Figure 6a, the formingσ-bond in transition structure17 arises
from the internal allenylπ-bond (orbitalI ); consequently it is
the terminal allenylπ-bond that remains intact (orbitalII ).
Correspondingly, an analysis of the calculated transition vectors
for 13, 15, and17 reveals a similar phenomenon. As shown in
Figure 2, the transition vector for structure17 is limited almost
entirely to the motion of carbon atom 7, whereas in structures
13 and15 the largest vector is associated with motion of the
allenyl group that involves, in part, a significant stretching
motion of the C1-C2 bond. Moreover, the magnitude of this
vector is larger in transition structure15 than it is in 13,
consistent with the longer C1-C2 bond length in15, relative to
13. The active space orbitals depicted in Figure 6 also appear
to demonstrate that among transition structures13, 15, and17,
only 13exhibits significant allylic resonance delocalization (cf.
orbital II of Figures 6c, 6b, and 6a, respectively).

Conclusions

The previously studied allenyl Cope rearrangement of 1,2,6-
heptatriene (1) has been shown to proceed through one rate-

(18) A full set of complete active space molecular orbitals for transition
structures13, 15, and17 are included with Supporting Information.

Figure 5. IRC structures for the rearrangement of10 to 12, involving transition structure15 and intermediate16. Structures21 and22 represent
the final points that could be obtained, on either side of the transition structure, by the IRC method. Intermediate IRC structures (i.e., unnumbered
ones) represent equally spaced points between15 and21 as well as between15 and22.
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determining transition state (17) that is involved in two distinct
pathways, only one of which involves a diradical intermediate
(3). Furthermore, the rearrangement of1 does not involve direct
participation of the terminal allenylπ-bond.7 We have shown
that the corresponding allenyl Cope rearrangement ofsyn-7-
allenylnorbornene (10) is much more complicated, presumably
as a consequence of the restriction in conformational mobility
afforded the 1,2,6-heptatriene moiety in10. Its rearrangement
proceeds through two pathways (cf. Figures 3a and 3b) that
involve a common diradical intermediate (12) and that are
distinguished by separate rate-determining transition states (13

and15), a scenario consistent with the stereoselectivity observed
in the rearrangement of the closely related allenylnorbornenes
7a and7b.10d Most importantly, the rearrangement of10 also
involves direct participation of the terminal allenylπ-bond as
represented by transition structures13 and15, resulting in an
augmented Cope process (cf. Figure 1c). The augmentation
demonstrated by transition structure15 is the more pronounced
and remarkable. Apparently the overlap of the C1-C2 π-bond
with the π-bond of the norbornene ring is so favorable that an
accessible transition state (15), with virtually no allylic resonance
stabilization, is observed to compete successfully with a slightly
lower energy one (13), which can take advantage of a certain
amount of allylic stabilization.
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Figure 6. (a) Relevant active space orbitals for transition structure
17, involved in the1f2 rearrangement (bond lengths in Å):I involves
the internal allenyl π-bond; II involves theterminal allenyl π-bond.
(b) Relevant active space orbitals for transition structure15, involved
in the10f11 rearrangement:I involves theterminalallenyl π-bond;
II involves theinternalallenylπ-bond. (c) Relevant active space orbitals
for transition structure13, involved in the10f11 rearrangement:I
involves theterminalallenylπ-bond;II involves primarily theinternal
allenyl π-bond.
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